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Abstract

Methods: Treatment and medical records for all patients

Background: The effect of the COVID-19 on breast cancer

attending the chemotherapy unit and on outpatient

treatment is unknown. The pandemic’s impact on treatment

treatment for breast cancer over an 8 week period (during

delivery was assessed in patients undergoing chemotherapy

first lockdown; 23rd March-17th May 2020) were compared

treatment at a major London oncology centre.

to a similar time period in 2019.
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Results: Breast cancer diagnosis referrals fell by 38%

assumptions were made based on the degree of specific

mainly due to screening services halting which had a

drug or regimen-related neutropenia shown in previous

knock-on effect on patient numbers starting their first

studies [2]. However still uncertainties remained about the

treatment (reduced by 34%). Neoadjuvant, adjuvant, and

individual risk to patients undergoing treatment, and the

palliative patients were all affected, mostly at the start of

ability to deliver safe and effective treatments in a health

lockdown. On-site chemotherapy and supportive treatments

system that is under pressure. Other than infection related

fell by 39% compared to 2019, mainly due to fewer number

morbidity and mortality, the impact of the COVID-19

of bone-modifying agents. Towards the end of 8 week

pandemic on individuals undergoing systemic treatment for

period, treatment numbers had nearly returned to normal.

breast cancer in terms of completion of planned treatment

The system adapted by modifying treatment regimens,

has not been measured, hence the reason for our study.

using telemedicine, increased use of supportive medications
and less frequent blood tests.

Breast cancer is the commonest malignancy in females and
will affect 1 in 8 women in their lifetime. The treatment

Conclusion: COVID-19’s global impact has significantly

options include surgery, endocrine therapy (for those

reduced breast cancer treatments given during the first

tumours that express the oestrogen receptor ER), and

lockdown. Whilst recovery is now evident, cancer services,

chemotherapy (indicated for higher-risk tumours which can

patients, and clinical cancer research must be prioritised in

be ER positive, or triple negative (negative for ER, the

future waves.

progesterone receptor (PR), and HER2), or HER2 positive.
Treatment outcomes for patients with advanced (stage 4)

Keywords: COVID-19; Breast cancer; Surgery and

disease have improved significantly in the past 10 years

cancer

with a recent study showing that overall survival of 56
months can be seen in HER2 positive subtypes (Cleopatra

1. Introduction

trial) supporting aggressive treatment options [3]. In the

At the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the effects of

past 4 years there has been a switch from intravenous

COVID-19 infection in cancer patients were uncertain.

chemotherapy to oral systemic anti-cancer therapy (SACT)

Liang et al had published a study in the Lancet Oncology

options with the development of CDK4/6 inhibitors such as

suggesting that mortality would be higher in cancer

abemaciclib, palbociclib, and ribociclib for the first or/and

patients, however only 18 patients were included in that

second line treatment of metastatic breast cancer that is ER

study and most oncologists thought it would be difficult to

positive [4]. These agents are effective and well tolerated

draw direct inferences, particularly as none of the patients

and patients can be managed in an outpatient clinic with

in that study reflected an active breast cancer population

regular blood monitoring.

[1]. The specific data on individual treatment regimens and
COVID-19 related safety was not yet available. Guidelines

In this study we evaluated the impact of COVID-19 on

were produced by the European Society of Medical

chemotherapy administration in breast cancer patients. We

Oncology (ESMO) about treatment prioritisations and

decided early on that treatment decisions needed to be
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made on a case-by-case basis, taking into account patient

receive anti-cancer treatment for breast cancer each year at

choice, co-morbidities, risk of hospital attendances, risk of

this centre. Participants all had a diagnosis of breast cancer

progression and cancer-related mortality in the absence of

(either primary or metastatic) and received treatment for

treatment and NICE guidelines. Anxiety was a common

this during the study period. All patients prescribed oral or

feature amongst patients and physicians alike. Some

intravenous chemotherapy, monoclonal antibodies, targeted

patients were too afraid to leave home and come to hospital

therapies, bone modifying agents and intramuscular or

for treatment or monitoring. As oncologists we strive to

subcutaneous hormone therapies (collectively referred to as

used evidence-based practise but were in an arena where

SACT) were included. The study was formally registered

the evidence was absent. Rapid changes occurred in the

with the hospital trust audit team under the directorate of

way we practiced, many consultations were switched to

oncology and palliative care.

video and telephone, oral medication was delivered by post,
and there was support from general practitioners and

2.2 Data sources

district nurses in administration of subcutaneous injections

Our hospital oncology-specific electronic database (ARIA

such as denosumab. Face-to-face consultations were

Oncology Information System, Varian Medical Systems)

reserved for those patients with a new cancer diagnosis or

was used to identify patients who were scheduled to receive

life-threatening condition. Conducting a face-to-face

treatment on our chemotherapy unit in the 8-week period

consultation with a surgical mask on hinders the direct

from the start of the national lockdown in the UK (23rd

communication that we are used to. At an early stage there

March to 17th May 2020; n=312). Patients were identified

was concern regarding theatre space beyond a 2 week

retrospectively for the corresponding 8 weeks of the

window so some neoadjuvant patients were directed to

previous year (25th March to 19th May 2019; n=336) for

early surgery to be followed by adjuvant chemotherapy.

comparison and assessment of the impact of covid-19 on

This was in the light of national guidance that encouraged

our practice. We also used our hospital’s general electronic

primary surgical rather than neoadjuvant therapy for all

health record system (Cerner EHR) to collect further

non-metastatic, operable breast cancer. The aim of this

information on the outcomes detailed below.

study was to assess the impact of COVID-19 on the
systemic treatment of breast cancer patients in a real-world

2.3 Statistical analysis and outcomes

setting and compare it to normal practise, based on

We collected the ages of all the patients in the 2019 and

evaluating treatment patterns over an 8 week period from

2020 cohorts and calculated the range. Paired sample t-tests

the start of the first lockdown and comparing this to the

were performed on patient age categories for both of the

same period in 2019.

study years. We recorded the specific treatments patients
were scheduled to receive and categorised these according

2. Methods

to intravenous chemotherapy, oral, HER2 targeting, bone

2.1 Study setting and cohort

modifying and parenteral endocrine treatments for both

We performed this observational cohort study in a tertiary

years. Data was collected for 2019 and 2020 regarding the

referral centre in London, UK. Approximately 500 patients

intention of treatment (neoadjuvant, adjuvant or metastatic).
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The primary outcomes were whether treatment was given

However, we fully acknowledge the importance of public

as scheduled, modified, delayed or stopped and the

involvement and will ensure that our patients remain

indication for this (covid-19 related or otherwise). For

updated about the progress and findings of this study

patients who had neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy
stopped, the indication for stopping and number of cycles

3. Results

of treatment patients received before this cessation was also

336 patients had a breast cancer treatment requiring

recorded. Prior to the covid-19 pandemic, patients receiving

hospital attendance planned in the 8 week period between

oral cdk4/6 inhibitors had routine blood tests performed

25th March and 19th May 2019, compared to 312 patients in

every 4 weeks at our centre to assess for treatment toxicity.

a similar period in 2020 (23rd March to 17th May). Patient

The location and frequency of these blood tests changed for

age did not differ significantly between these 2 cohorts who

many patients who received oral treatments during the

had treatments planned (2019 mean 59.2 years, 2020 mean

pandemic and this was analysed in the 2020 patient cohort.

57.2 years, p>0.05, t-test), Figure 1. Treatment setting
(neoadjuvant, adjuvant or palliative) distribution was also

Separate analyses were also performed on patients planned

not significantly different in 2019 compared to 2020

to receive bone modifying, HER2 targeting or parenteral

(p>0.05, chi-squared) Figure 1. Table 1 lists the systemic

endocrine therapies either adjuvantly or palliatively during

anti-cancer therapies (SACTs) administered during the

the study periods. Again, the main outcomes measures

study periods, divided into 5 categories (chemo, HER2

included were whether treatment proceeded unaffected or

targeted

was modified, delayed or stopped and the indication for

modifying agents (BMAs) and oral SACT). Of note oral

this.

our

endocrine therapies (aromatase inhibitors, and Tamoxifen)

chemotherapy unit were calculated for each of the 8 weeks

were not included in this study as they are usually

in the 2019 and 2020 periods and compared. We also

prescribed by GPs and do not therefore require hospital

identified patients commencing a first cycle of treatment

attendance. As Table 2 demonstrates, referrals to the breast

during both study periods to assess the impact of covid-19

oncology service between March and May 2020 were

on instigating new treatments. Finally, we compared the

38.2% lower than during the equivalent period in 2019 (123

number of new breast cancer referrals (both primary and

referrals in 2019 compared with just 76 in 2020). Hospital

recurrences) to our hospital trust in the 8-week periods

referrals fell by 53.3%, GP referrals by 8.8% and screening

from 2019 and 2020 and the referral pathway taken. The

service referrals by 60.8%. Accordingly, the number of

software package Prism (version 8.4.3) was used for

patients receiving their first cycle of treatment during the

generating graphical outputs of the data.

2020 period was 33.9% lower (62 in 2019 compared to 41

The

actual

number

of

attendances

on

and

parenteral

endocrine

therepies,

bone

in 2020) however the proportion of patients starting
2.4 Patient and public involvement

treatment during the 2 periods was not significantly

Due to challenges associated with lockdown and additional

different (22.6% in 2019 and 15.1% in 2020, p>0.05, chi-

clinical pressures during this time, patients were not

squared).

actively involved in the design or completion of this study.
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Although the numbers of planned treatments were similar

to postpone neoadjuvant chemotherapy; and a further 1 had

between the 2 cohorts (336 in 2019 v 312 in 2020), the

early surgery cancelled as she had a positive COVID-19

numbers of treatments given and therefore treatment unit

swab and proceeded with neoadjuvant chemotherapy after

attendances were 39.1% lower in 2020, Figure 2. There

recovery. Of the 24 patients that underwent early surgery

were a total of 369 attendances (mean 46.1/week) in 2020

29.2% (7/24) had HER2 positive breast cancer and 70.8%

compared to 606 (mean 75.8/week) in 2019. Weekly

(17/24) triple negative breast cancer (TNBC). Of the 7

attendance increased week on week during the study period

HER2 positive patients who had their neoadjuvant

in 2020 as so was down 57.8% in week 1 but only 16.9%

chemotherapy interrupted, 3 restarted chemotherapy in the

by week 8 as the situation improved. There were no in

adjuvant setting; 2 had docetaxel omitted from their final 2

hospital deaths due to COVID-19 in our cohort, one patient

cycles of docetaxel, trasutuzumab and pertuzumab,DTP, (1

was admitted and successfully discharged, one with

had a pathological complete response [pCR] at surgery, the

leptomeningeal disease on olaparib died elsewhere which is

other had had an admission with neutropenic sepsis

likely to have been due to progressive disease, we had one

following neoadjuvant DTP); and 2 had Docetaxel omitted

neoadjuvant positive and then surgery delayed, we had

from their last 3 cycles of DTP due to age and co-

some with symptoms that weren’t tested but were delayed

morbidities and so perceived risk from COVID-19. Of the

and then recovered.

17 patients with TNBC that had their neoadjuvant
chemotherapy interrupted to proceed with surgery. Eight

3.1 Chemotherapy

restarted adjuvantly; 4 had a pCR and so didn’t have further

3.1.1 Neoadjuvant: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy was

treatment; another 4 who had completed the anthracycline

planned for 24 patients during the study period in 2019 and

component of their neoadjuvant chemotherapy but had only

11 of them (45.8%) had their first cycle. Over the

received between 2 and 9 weeks (from 12) of

equivalent period in 2020, 33 patients were scheduled to

Carboplatin/Paclitaxel switched to Capecitabine post-

receive neoadjuvant chemotherapy and 8 of them (24.2%)

operatively; and the final patient declined further

cycle 1. Whereas 1 patient (4.2%) had their chemotherapy

chemotherapy in the adjuvant setting.

altered in 2019 (surgery was expedited due to poor
response), 28 (84.8%) had their treatment changed during

3.1.2 Adjuvant: 23 patients in 2019 and 31 in 2020 were

2020, all as a result of COVID-19, Figure 3A. The

scheduled to receive adjuvant chemotherapy during the

5(15.2%) patients whose treatment was unaffected in 2020

study period. Twelve (52.2%) and 15 (48.4%) respectively

all started chemotherapy in May, towards the end of the

were due to start treatment. The majority (78.3%, 18/23) of

study period. Of those patients that had their treatment

patients’ treatment was unaffected in 2019, compared with

altered due to COVID-19, 24 (72.7%) stopped treatment

only 25.8% (8/31) that were unaffected in 2020, Figure 3B.

early to proceed to surgery; 2 (6%) had chemotherapy

Of the 5 patients who had their treatment altered in 2019, 3

omitted from their last cycle of treatment (but proceeded

were delayed for infection and 2 stopped chemotherapy (1

with

and

due to toxicity and the other patient preference). Only 3

pertuzumab); 1 (3%) declined early surgery and requested

(9.7%) patients had their treatment altered in 2020 for non-

dual

anti-HER2

antibodies,

trastuzumab
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COVID-19 reasons (1 delay for port thrombus; 1 stopped as

2020) CDK4/6 inhibitors (58/91 or 63.7% in 2019, 72/110

new diagnosis of non-breast malignancy, treatment of

or 65.5% in 2020), PARP inhibitors (1/91 or 1.1% in 2019,

which took priority; and 1 discontinued due to toxicity). Of

1/110 or 0.9% in 2020) and Everolimus (5/91 or 5.5% in

the remaining 20 patients 6 (19.4%) had their treatment

2019, 4/110 or 3.6% in 2020). Twelve patients (13.2%) had

modified (dose reduction or protocol reversal i.e. they

their treatment changed in 2019 (4 had their treatment

received the taxane component of their chemotherapy first)

stopped and 8 delayed). In 2020 30 patients (27.3%) were

without delay; a further 6 had their treatment delayed; and

affected. Six (5.5%) for non-COVID reasons (2 modified, 3

the rest (25.8%) had their treatment stopped. Two thirds of

delayed and 1 stopped) and 24 (21.8%) due to COVID-19

the delays (4/6) were less than 1 month. The 2 patients who

(9 modified, 7 delayed and 8 stopped), Figure 3D. Many of

had longer treatment delays had asthma (9 week delay) and

the patients on CDK4/6 inhibitors were offered less

COPD (13 week delay). Three of the 8 patients who

frequent blood tests, or had blood tests done locally with a

stopped adjuvant chemotherapy due to COVID-19, did so

GP, and had medication posted to them at hope to reduce

at the patients’ request. The other 5 had co-morbidities and

hospital attendances (Figure 4).

predicted benefit chemotherapy of 7%.
3.3 HER2 targeted treatments
3.1.3 Palliative: In 2019, 20 patients were due palliative

Thirty-two patients in 2019 and 37 in 2020 were due

intravenous chemotherapy during the study period,

adjuvant

compared with 21 patients during the equivalent period in

Trastuzumab and Pertuzumab, single agent Trastuzumab, or

2020, Figure 3C. Three patients (15%) had a change to their

Kadcyla) without additional chemotherapy, during the trial

chemotherapy in 2019 (2 stopped due to PD and 1 changed

periods. None of the patients in 2019 had their treatment

treatment following admission with infection), compared to

altered, compared to 75.7% (28/37) of patients in 2020. Of

12 (57.1%) in 2020. Of the twelve patients whose treatment

the 9 affected in 2020, 5 (13.5%) stopped adjuvant single

was affected in 2020, 2 (9.5%) had dose reductions which

agent Trastuzumab early (all of whom had had at least

would likely have been made regardless of COVID-19; 7

10/18 cycles); 3 (8.1%) chose to delay their treatment by 5-

(33.3%) had their treatment delayed an average of 13.6

7 weeks to avoid hospital attendance during the first peak

weeks (range 11-17 weeks) to avoid hospital attendance

of the pandemic; and 1 patient (2.7%) had single agent

during the first COVID-19 peak; and 3 (14.3%) stopped

Herceptin without induction chemotherapy, Figure 3E.

chemotherapy (1 continued dual antibodies only; 1 declined

With regards the use of these HER2 targeted treatments in

to restart; and 1 was not well enough to restart).

the palliative setting, 29 patients in 2019 and 35 in 2020

HER2 targeted therapies

(dual

antibodies

had treatment planned during the study periods. Five
3.2 Oral systemic anti-cancer therapy

patients (17.2%) had their treatment altered in 2019 (4

Ninety-one and 110 patients were due to be on oral SACT

delayed, 1 stopped), compared to 17 (48.6%) in 2020. Two

for metastatic breast cancer during the study periods in

(5.7%) of those whose treatment was impacted in 2020

2019 and 2020 respectively. Oral SACT included

stopped due to progressive disease, so 42.9% (15/35) of

Capecitabine (27/91 or 29.7% in 2019, 33/110 or 30% in

patients had their treatment changed in 2020 due to
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COVID-19. Of these 15 patients, 8 (22.9%) switched to 4

2020, all due to COVID-19. In 2020 thirty-seven patients

weekly treatments, 5 (14.3%) had their treatment delayed

(67.3%) had their treatment delayed an average of 14.9

by an average of 11 weeks (range 3-16 weeks); and 2

weeks (range 6 – 38 weeks) in order to avoid hospital

(5.7%) stopped HER2 targeted treatment and continued

attendance during the first peak of the pandemic, Figure 5.

with single agent endocrine therapy, Figure 3F.

The remaining 8 (14.5%) have yet to resume treatment. 86
patients in 2019 and 81 in 2020 were due to receive bone

3.4 Parental endocrine treatments

modifying agents (BMAs) for metastatic disease during the

Eighteen patients were due to receive adjuvant goserelin

study periods. BMAs included denosumab (48/86 or 55.8%

during the 2019 study period and 21 patients were

in 2019, 43/81 or 53.1% in 2020) and zolendronic acid

scheduled for treatment during the equivalent period in

(38/86 or 44.2% in 2019, 38/81 or 46.9% in 2020). Only

2020. One patient (5.6%) stopped goserelin in 2019 as they

39.5% of palliative BMA treatments were unaffected in

were trying to conceive. Two patients (9.5%) chose to

2020 compared to 90.7% in 2019. Of the 49 patients whose

delay their treatment in 2020 in order to avoid hospital

treatment was altered in 2020, 5 (10%) were affected for

attendance. Thirty patients were scheduled to receive

non-COVID reasons (PD, unwell, dental issues), 34 (42%)

parental endocrine treatment (goserelin, fulvestrant or both)

were delayed an average of 12 weeks (range 4-21 weeks);

in 2019 and none of them had their treatment altered. In

and 10 (12.3%) stopped treatment. Seven of the 34 patients

comparison 49 patients were due goserelin (17/49, 34.7%)

delayed received ibandronate in the interim.

Fulvestrant (30/49, 61.2%) or both (2/49, 4.1%) in 2020
and 12 of them (24.5%) had their treatment altered in some

3.6 GPs administration of drugs

way. Nine patients (18.4%) had their treatment deferred: 2

Arrangements were made for a number of patients to have

because they were unwell, not COVID-19; 2 because they

their SC or IM breast cancer treatments (goserelin,

were self-isolating following close contact with a COVID-

fulvestrant, denosumab and trastuzumab) with their GPs, in

19 positive individual; 3 whilst they arranged for their GP

order to limit hospital attendances. Three patients (14.3%)

to administer treatment; and 2 to avoid hospital attendance.

changed to having their GP administer their adjuvant

Three patients (6.1%) stopped treatment: a 91 year old with

goserelin without a delay in their treatment. Ten patients

co-morbidities and low volume disease; a patient who

(20.4%) chose to self-administer or have their GP or friend

moved away and a lady that died (Figure 5).

administer their palliative parental endocrine treatment (6
fulvestrant and 4 goserelin), in 7 cases without a delay in

3.5 Bone modifying agents

treatment. Six patients (14%) receiving Denosumab in the

Sixty-six patients were scheduled to receive adjuvant

palliative setting, switched to having their GP administer

zolendronic acid during the study period in 2019, compared

treatment, 2 without a delay. And 1 lady had palliative SC

with 55 in 2020. Only 4 treatments (6%) were altered (all

trastuzumab administered by her distric nurse team due to

stopped) in 2019 whereas this number was 45 (81.8%) in

severe anxiety about attending hospital.
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Figure 1: A) Age distribution of patients attending hospital for treatment during study period in 2019 and; B) 2020; C)
Treatment setting distribution of patients attending hospital for treatment during study period in 2019 and; D) 2020.
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Chemotherapy Based Treatments

2019 n (%)

2020 n (%)

Nab-paclitaxel

1 (0.23)

3 (0.63)

Nab-paclitaxel & Herceptin

0 (0)

1 (0.21)

AC

22 (5.21)

22 (4.65)

Carboplatin

2 (0.47)

0 (0)

CMF

1 (0.24)

2 (0.42)

Docetaxel

1 (0.24)

1 (0.21)

EC

2 (0.47)

0 (0)

Eribulin

5 (1.18)

1 (0.21)

FEC

1 (0.24)

0 (0)

Gemcitabine & Carboplatin

2 (0.47)

3 (0.63)

Paclitaxel

12 (2.84)

27 (5.71)

Paclitaxel & Carboplatin

0 (0)

11 (2.33)

Pertuzumab & Trastuzumab & Docetaxel

11 (2.61)

13 (2.75)

Trastuzumab & Paclitaxel

7 (1.66)

1 (0.21)

Total

67 (15.88)

85 (17.97)

Oral Treatments

2019 n (%)

2020 n (%)

Capecitabine

27 (6.40)

33 (6.98)

Everolimus

5 (1.18)

4 (0.85)

Abemaciclib

9 (2.13)

17 (3.59)

Palbociclib

42 (9.95)

45 (9.51)

Ribociclib

7 (1.66)

10 (2.11)

Olaparib

0 (0)

1 (0.21)

Talazoparib

1 (0.24)

0 (0)

Total

91 (21.56)

110 (23.26)

HER2 Targeting Treatments

2019 n (%)

2020 n (%)

TDM1

8 (1.9)

9 (1.9)

Pertuzumab & Trastuzumab

17 (4.03)

35 (7.4)

Trastuzumab

39 (9.24)

28 (5.92)

Total

64 (15.17)

72 (15.22)

Bone Modifying Treatments

2019 n (%)

2020 n (%)

Zoledronic Acid

104 (24.64)

93 (19.66)
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Denosumab

48 (11.37)

43 (9.09)

Total

152 (36.02)

136 (28.75)

Parenteral Endocrine Treatments

2019 n (%)

2020 n (%)

Fulvestrant

16 (3.79)

30 (6.34)

Goserelin

31 (7.35)

38 (8.03)

Fulvestrant & Goserelin

1 (0.24)

2 (0.42)

Total

48 (11.37)

70 (14.8)

Table 1: Treatments requiring hospital attendance in 2019 and 2020 (percentages are of all treatments requiring hospital
attendance: n = 422 in 2019 and n = 473 in 2020).

2019 n (%)

2020 n (%)

Source of Referral
Primary

Recurrence

Primary

Recurrence

A&E Department

1 (0.85)

-

-

-

Consultant, other than A&E Department

11 (9.32)

2 (40.00)

7 (9.59)

-

Following Emergency Admission

1 (0.85)

-

-

-

General Practitioner

34 (28.81)

-

30 (41.10)

1 (33.33)

National Screening Programme

50 (42.37)

1 (20.00)

20 (27.40)

-

Other

21 (17.8)

2 (40.00)

16 (21.92)

2 (66.67)

Total

118 (100)

5 (100)

73 (100)

3 (100)

Table 2: Referral numbers and their sources during study periods 2019 and 2020.

Figure 2: Outpatient treatment unit weekly attendance during study periods 2019 and 2020.
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Figure 3: Changes to planned treatment for patients on A,B&C) chemotherapy, D) oral systemic anti-cancer therapy (SACT)
and E&F) HER2 targeted therapy, during 2020 study period. *All stops for surgery were COVID related.
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Figure 4: Changes to blood test monitoring for oral SACT during 2020 study period.

Figure 5: Changes to planned treatment for patients on A&B) endocrine therapy and C&D) bone modifying agents during
2020 study period.
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4. Discussion

confidence their diagnosis and treatment will take place in

This study shows that during the first lockdown cancer

an environment and manner that is safe.” A list of six

treatment for breast cancer patients was affected by the

cancer treatment priority categories was included based on

Covid-19 pandemic with reductions in the numbers of

chance of success with treatment. What is a serious concern

cancers

hospital

is our finding that the number of referrals with suspected

attendances for treatment, and changes in the treatment

breast cancer has dropped significantly - by 38.2% in our

paths for patients with newly diagnosed breast cancer. Our

cohort (see table 2). This was an expected outcome, as there

data clearly shows that the impact was felt most during the

have been major impacts on cancer screening which was

early weeks of lockdown, with recovery towards the later

suspended. This will translate into delayed diagnoses and

stages (Figure 2). The Covid-19 pandemic is not over.

worse outcomes for patients, as larger more advanced

Cancer patients have had major anxieties about the ability

tumours are more likely to need mastectomies and

to start and continue their treatment, and faced increased

chemotherapy. 34% fewer patients started a new treatment

isolation due to shielding. We have shown here that it is

in 2020 than in 2019 (41 v 62), reflecting fewer referrals,

possible to continue oncological treatment for breast cancer

and both patient and clinician concern regarding risk of

patients and this will hopefully not have major impacts on

Covid-19 in the treatment population. Government-backed

longterm outcomes. Oncologists were advised to prioritise

advertising campaigns are now encouraging patients with

treatments, however given the improved survival rates seen

possible cancer-related symptoms to seek medical help.

in metastatic breast cancer, this was assessed on an

Gatthani et al compared the number of patients referred

individual basis with patient’s preferences and co-

with suspected breast cancer in the first 6 months of 2019

morbidities being taken into account.

to the same period in 2020 and found that the number in

being

diagnosed,

the

number

of

2020 was 28% lower (N=231,765 versus N=322,994) [5].
In March 2020, NHS England advised hospital trusts that

The difference in numbers here most likely reflects the

“Essential and urgent cancer treatments must continue.

longer duration of that study (6 months v 8 weeks).

Cancer specialists should discuss with their patients
whether it is riskier for them to undergo or to delay

The main group of patients that were affected were those

treatment at this time” (Source NHS England publications

that were undergoing neoadjuvant chemotherapy, where

reference 001559). Subsequently in June a second

85% were affected. There was concern that we would not

document was produced stating three guiding principles for

have operating space so in most cases we decided to

cancer treatment during the pandemic “1) Capacity: there

expedite early surgery, which was then followed by the

needs to be sufficient capacity to ensure anyone referred

most appropriate systemic therapy and or radiotherapy.

with suspected cancer can be diagnosed and treated

Scheduling of surgery was altered in most of the

promptly; 2) Fairness: access to cancer diagnostic and

neoadjuvant patients with the assistance of private hospitals

treatment services should be equitable and based on clinical

so that they could be operated on in a clean hub. Some of

priority; and 3) Confidence: patients need to have

the patients who didn’t complete the entire course of
neoadjuvant chemotherapy chose to do so themselves, and
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in others where there was a complete pathological response

months, stopped treatment, these patients were continued

treatment was stopped. It is likely that these changes were

on close monitoring. Our service has adapted to change

mirrored throughout the UK due to guidelines avoiding

with more telemedicine, fewer hospital attendances for

primary systemic therapy [6, 7]. The effects on breast

patients, and some treatments have been given in the

cancer surgery have been investigated by others [8-11].

community. In terms of specific drugs, the bone modifying

However as confidence

of

agents given in the adjuvant setting were the ones that were

chemotherapy the situation reverted back to normal within

altered most commonly by treatment delays, this was

a short time span soon after our study. This impact was

because of the pressure on the chemotherapy unit and the

closely followed by the adjuvant group where 75% saw

fact that alternative agents oral agents such as ibandronate

changes to their treatment plans. In patients where the

were available for use in the short term, and that they have

benefit of chemotherapy was not thought to be worth the

lower benefits compared to other treatments (Figure 5).

grew

with the effect

risk, patients were offered endocrine therapy as an
alternative. Recent data has shown that genetic prediction

Other studies have looked at the effect of COVID-19 on

assays may mean that we are able to avoid chemotherapy in

morbitidy and mortality of cancer patients, but that was not

larger groups of patients than before [12], and these were

the primary objective of our study [16]. The authors of the

used to aid decision-making [13, 14].

UK Coronavirus Cancer Monitoring Project (UKCCMP)
did not find a significant effect on mortality for patients

Modifications to treatment were common in our study. One

with immunotherapy, hormonal therapy, targeted therapy,

of the commonest was to add granulocyte colony

radiotherapy use within the past 4 weeks compared to the

stimulating factor (GCSF) for all patients on intravenous

general population. The risk of COVID-19 related mortality

chemotherapy to prevent neutropenia and or neutropenic

was similar to other studies with age, male sex,

sepsis. Another approach was to administer the taxane prior

hypertension, and cardiovascular disease being significant.

to the anthracycline to avoid severe neutropenia. Some

A retrospective study by Pinato et al found that cancer

authors have suggested that the use of metronomic

patients infected with COVID-19 UK had worse mortality

chemotherapy is a possible option for managing patients

than those from Spain or Italy, and corroborated the

during the pandemic, but whether this corresponds to the

UKCCMP study results in terms of risk of treatment [17].

same outcomes for patients as standard treatment schedules

The limitations of this study are that it was performed in a

remains to be tested [15]. Many of our patients who were

single centre, and we have not studied what has happened

on established treatment with stable disease (some for

with further tier restrictions. Our study does represent a

several years) were offered 4 weekly schedules instead of 3

major treatment hub in London with a screening service on-

weekly visits during this intense period. Some patients

site within the setting of an acute general hospital, and this

chose to have “treatment holidays” due to age and

is likely to have been a factor in our results as we would

underlying comorbidities and restarted treatment at later

propose less impact may have been seen in stand-alone

dates. In some cases patients on longterm treatments for

cancer treatment units. The size of the cohort means that

metastatic disease with no signs of active disease for >12

similar results are likely to have been reflected throughout
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the UK. With the advent of mass asymptomatic testing we

social isolation necessitated by shielding needs to be

now test all patients prior to each chemotherapy

considered. Policy makers should note the impact of the

appointments and this, together with regular staff testing,

pandemic on cancer patients and provide a protected

should minimise the risk of cross-infection within the

service for the future, as we are likely to see rises in cancer

treatment unit providing reassurance for patients. Our

morbidity and mortality as a result. Clinical cancer research

treatment centre is currently working at full capacity, back

and it’s funding by charities have been severely affected,

to

this needs attention so that better outcomes for patients can

pre-pandemic

levels.

We

were

fortunate

that

chemotherapy administration was not affected by staff

be achieved in future.

shortages, but this may not be the same for smaller units.
Outpatient visits are still reduced where possible and
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